which exemplifies the potentialities of a microscopic approach in accounting for the observations of multiply reentrant nematic and smectic phases in polar liquid crystals [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . The [7] (N-Ad-N), « double reentrance » [8] (N-Ad-N-Al), « quadruple reentrance » [9] [10] [11] [12] (N-Ad-N-Ad-N-Al), and « reentrance below Al» [13] [14] [15] [16] (N-A1-N-Ad(-A1». On the theoretical side all of these reentrances have been obtained with the spin-gas model of liquid crystals [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . In figures [1] [2] [3] representative theoretical phase diagrams are shown together with their experimental counterparts. The theory further predicts sextuple and octuple reentrances for a very narrow range of molecular constants [6] . To our knowledge, these have not yet been seen experimentally. [30] . [14] and [15] .
The purpose of this paper is to scrutinize for the first time the microscopic information which the spin-gas model provides for tracing reentrance mechanisms and explaining the intricacies of the phase diagrams. The theoretical ratio of the layer thickness in Ad to that in A, is found to be around 1.3, which agrees with experimental determinations [9] . Finally, when equation (3) Fig. 6(a) ). Their correspondence with the thermodynamic phases is seen from a comparison with figure 6(a). Note that, as pressure is increased (a /f decreased) from the low-pressure Ad phase at alf =---0.6, the nematic phase reenters before the A, phase is reached. Note also the subtle role played by frustrated configurations, providing a continuous background with, e.g., a maximum in the nematic phase at alf =-= 0.5. (2), the upper Ad segment disappears. This is shown in figure 7(b) . On the other hand, if the local-antiferroelectric configurations that relieve frustration through librational permeation (Antiferro, LP class) such as (3a, 3b, 3c), are eliminated from the prefacing transformation, the lower Ad segment disappears. This is illustrated in figure 7(c The smectic phases encountered so far are characterized by antiparallel molecular orientation and are therefore composed of interdigitated partial bilayers. This is also reflected in the quantitative calculations of layer thicknesses [2] , in agreement with experiments.
Upon lowering temperature below the two Ad segments, a second reentrant nematic segment is encountered. From figure 8 it is evident that the frustrated configurations have declined in importance in this region of the phase diagram. This nematic phase occurs through the simultaneous importance, competition and mutual cancellation of local-antiferroelectric (LP class), and local-ferroelectric (Ferro class), such as (3, 5, 1), configurations. The latter configurations dominate in import- (Fig.2(b) ) of pure DB90NO2 [11] . Figure 7 (a) agrees with the experimental phase diagram obtained with mixtures of DB90NO2 and its homologs (Fig. 2(c) ) [10] . Interestingly, quadruple reentrance is hard to find both experimentally and in the spin-gas model where it occurs for the limited cases and narrow intervals of n = 4 and 1.856 B/A 1.896, n = 5 and 1.445 B/A 1.466, or n = 6 and 1.468 B/A 1.479. We have not found quadruple reentrance for n = 3, 7, 8, 9. This is equivalent to the experimental finding that the phenomenon depends sensitively on the tail length of the molecule. Moreover, n = 4 or 5 are indeed the most reasonable notch numbers that can be deduced from considering DB90N02 with its tail of nine carbon atoms (see Fig. 4 (2) . Figure 9 clearly shows that the quad- ruply reentrant topology is stable, and in fact converges fast to its continuum limit. At low temperatures (f 3 kT/A 0.1) the convergence is slower, as figure 10 illustrates. Moreover, in the course of taking the continuum limit, for m &#x3E; 3, a qualitatively new topology emerges : reentrant N and Ad phases appear below the A, phase [6] . Figure 10 presents reentrances below Al which are stable in the continuum limit. This indicates that the new sextuple (and octuple) reentrances (apparent from combining Figs. 9 and 10) are stable. Experimentally, reentrances below Al have been reported [13] [14] [15] . A comparison of theory and experiment is illustrated in figure 3 . The newly predicted sextuple (and octuple) reentrances N-Ad-N-Ad-N-Al-N-Ad (-N-Al) have to our knowledge not yet been observed. 7 . Molecular dimers and dipolar-pair lengths.
Landau-Ginzburg theories [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] Fig. 4(b) ) [24] [25] [26] .
Our study with the spin-gas model emphasizes that monomers [27, 28] . Figure 11 shows typical temperature dependences of dimer concentrations across N-Ad transitions in the spin-gas model, and in a calculation from experimental dielectric anisotropy [27] and [28] ) ; (iii) data [27, 28] . For comparison, also the dimer ,oncentration profile in the molecular model of Longa and de Jeu [24] is displayed, as in reference [28] . In that model the dimer concentration is an input and serves to drive the Ad-N transition, as temperature is lowered.
The situation is quite different in the vicinity of Ad-N-Al transitions. There, dimers break up at the onset of the smectic Al phase as correlated localferroelectric triplets form. This causes the relatively large transition enthalpy as calculated with the spingas model and observed in experiment [3] . An [21] . Also, the phase A is possible, which locally resembles Al but possesses transverse (xy ) modulations of polarization (a periodic array of kinks) [21] .
Three modes of disorder feature in the spin-gas model: thermal noise (high-temperature nematic), microscopic frustration of dipoles (reentrance mechanism for a nematic phase between Ad phases), and competing short-range orders (reentrance mechanism for a nematic phase between Ad and Al phases). The latter mode consists of coexisting ferroelectric and antiferroelectric smectic fluctuations with incommensurate wavelengths. We have obtained from this a nematic reentrance. Another possible phenomenon would, however, be a smectic phase with two collinear incommensurate fluctuations : the phase Aic occurring in the phenomenology [23] and found experimentally [29] in the sequence Ad-Aic-Az.
